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/ “Artificial Intelligence“ & algorithms –
what are we talking about?



/ Algorithms



/ more complex algorithms



/ Bubble sort



First Pass

( 5 1 4 2 8 ) → ( 1 5 4 2 8 )

Here, algorithm compares the first two elements, and swaps since 5 > 1.

( 1 5 4 2 8 ) → ( 1 4 5 2 8 )

Swap since 5 > 4 ( 1 4 5 2 8 ) → ( 1 4 2 5 8 ), Swap since 5 > 2

( 1 4 2 5 8 ) → ( 1 4 2 5 8 )

Now, since these elements are already in order (8 > 5), algorithm does not swap them.

/ Example



/ Pseudocode implementation
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/ “Artificial Intelligence“

▪ “Machine Learning” | ML

▪ = (very advanced) statistics
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/ Artificial Intelligence and Electoral Integrity

?



/ How can AI reliably predict an election outcome?

▪ It can‘t.



/ How can AI reliably predict an election outcome?

▪ It is difficult to make predictions, especially about the future.

Unattributed Danish Parliamentarian, 1937-1938



/ How can AI reliably predict an election outcome?

▪ “Machine Learning” models are good at solving problems and 

making predictions under stable conditions (chess), not under 

uncertainty (real life)



/ Can AI assist in reliably predicting an
election outcome?

▪ Maybe, but this question cannot be answered in general but only

in a specific context.



▪ What tools are we talking about?

/ How to ensure oversight of AI tools in 
electoral processes?



/ Broad view of AI tools





VIII Elements relating to democracy and democratic governance
36. While recognising that AI may play a positive role in the functioning
of democracy and democratic governance to foster inclusive and
participatory processes, the CAHAI is also concerned about the potential
use of AI to unlawfully or unduly interfere in democratic processes. The
shaping of public opinion through AI, as well as potential chilling effects
arising through the use of AI, should therefore be considered in the
context of a possible legally binding instrument, whereas more specific
issues regarding election manipulation such as micro-targeting,
profiling, and manipulation of content (including so-called “deep
fakes”) could be dealt with in more sectoral instruments.

/ CoE‘s Ad hoc Committee on AI (CAHAI)



▪ Auditing for systemic risks to democracy

/ EU’s Digital Services Act



Providers of very large online platforms and of very large online search engines 

shall diligently identify, analyse and assess any systemic risks in the Union 

stemming from the design or functioning of their service and its related 

systems, including algorithmic systems, or from the use made of their services.

(a) the dissemination of illegal content through their services;

[…]

(c) any actual or foreseeable negative effects on civic discourse and 

electoral processes, and public security

/ Article 34: Risk Assessment



▪ Case studies

/ Narrow view of AI tools



▪ Image recognition for ballots

/ Narrow view of AI tools



▪ Accuracy can be tested

▪ If better than humans, and there are good rules for 

contesting and verify results, including re-counts (by 

humans?), it sounds like a good idea

▪ (maybe even in the case accuracy is only on par with 

humans, for other reasons than accuracy)

/ Image recognition for ballots



“I know America’s voting machines are vulnerable because 

my colleagues and I have hacked them—repeatedly—as 

part of a decade of research studying the technology”

J. Alex Halderman, professor of Computer Science and Engineering, 

University of Michigan, United States Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence hearing on "Russian Interference in the 2016 U.S. Election”

/ But:



▪ The same is true for any technology applied in 

electoral processes.

/ Security



▪ Biometric identification & ID management

/ Narrow view of AI tools



▪ concerns:

▪ privacy

▪ human dignity

▪ governmental disclosure of personal information

▪ fears of violation of the secrecy of the vote

/ Biometric identification & ID management



/ And again: Security



/ So – is “AI” a magic tool or a horrible threat?



/ It‘s mostly snake oil



▪ Don‘t believe the hype

▪ Look at individual cases

▪ Let common sense guide you (if it‘s too good to be

true it‘s most likely not true)

▪ More risks exist in countries where environment for

safeguarding election integrity is more challenging

already?

/ Conclusions



/ Thank you!
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